
Customer Case Study 

Our Client is a globally operating science-based company active in health, nutrition 

and materials. Through innovative solutions, the company improves performance in 

global markets such as food and dietary supplements, personal care, food, pharma-

ceuticals, medical devices, automotive, paints, electrical and electronics, life protec-

tion, alternative energy and bio-based materials. With over 20,000 employees the 

company delivers net sales of more than €8 billion. 

 

Challenge  

Our customer is developing a new technology for the production of base chemicals 

from the renewable feedstock material. Through their international partner, the 

company has the opportunity to implement this innovative technology at various 

industrial sites worldwide.  

In 2011 the company’s research department developed a number of process alterna-

tives, each leading to the desired product and a variety of valuable side products.  

This broad range of opportunities sets a challenge for the company to choose the 

most profitable process option.  

As the project is in the early research phase, not much information is known or avail-

able for the suggested process alternatives. It is crucial to find the right balance be-

tween the resources invested to complete the techno-economic study of the various 

process alternatives versus the quality of the study. In other words: the results of the 

study must be sufficiently reliable for decision making AND this must be achieved 

within a reasonable time and budget. 

Executive Summary  

Turnkey Feasibility Study: Base Chemicals from Renewables 

C u s t o m e r  

Globally operating science-based com-

pany active in health, nutrition and 

materials.  

 

C h a l l e n g e  

Develop and select the most profitable 

process route — first time right. 

 

S o l u t i o n  

State of the art methodology and tools 

for integral process development and 

evaluation.   

 

B e n e fi t s  &  R e s u l t s  

 Understanding and insights of the 

chosen technologies 

 Full economic analysis and evalua-

tion 

 Selected the most profitable process 

route & technology 



Customer Case Study 

Maturus Optimi proposed a structured approach to conduct a comprehensive techno-economic evaluation study that is 

within the given budget and time frame. 

In close cooperation with the company’s research experts, Maturus Optimi derives the initial process schemes for each 

alternative proposed. Using specialized process simulation software tools, fast and reliable technology evaluation is per-

formed for all the process options.  

Inconsistencies are corrected and infeasible process designs are identified 

at a very early stage. The obtained simulation models are used to further 

improve the energy efficiency, resulting in up to 60% of energy reduction 

in some of the designs. Equipment sizing and preliminary process layouts 

are derived and used for calculating the investment costs.  

By summarizing and comparing all the information produced by this 

study, the company was able to select the most profitable process design 

first time right.  

Results 

A commercially successful product is the ultimate target for our client. Maturus Optimi has provided the client with relia-

ble results within a very short time frame in a very early project stage. This gave the client an advantage over their com-

petition in terms of development but also time to market!  

The customer was particularly satisfied by being actively involved in every stage of the project and by the transparency of 

the approach proposed by Maturus Optimi. The ultimate goal to choose and develop the most profitable process design 

has been reached.   

Evaluation

Process Simulation Model
(Aspen Engineering Tools)

Library / database
-Process library
-Sub process library (product intermediates)
- Unit operation library (special items)

Process concepts
(PFD)

Selected process routes
(chemistry & yields)

Mass and Energy  Balance
Equipment sizing

Scope Building/Estimating
Investment, operating 

Costs, OSBL, Utilities, etc

Detail estimating, 
financial analysis

Accept

Reject

Conceptual design,
Process optimization

Technology evaluation
Design feasibility

Energy Efficiency study
(Pinch Analysis)

Heat Integration Study
(Heat Exchanger Networks)

Design 
Inconsistencies

Improved 
Design

“ The challenge for the consultant is to 

look for the right information at the right 

place, without getting into too much de-

tails. Time, costs and quality tradeoff has 

to be balanced in such way that it adds 

value to the customer; experience is key to 

find that balance.”  



Customer Case Study 

 

To find out more about Maturus Optimi services please visit our website: 

www.maturusoptimi.com 

Or contact us directly via email:  

info@maturusoptimi.com 

Or telephone: 

+31 63 824 1200 

+ 31 62 116 6311 

 

•   Feasibility Studies 

•    Competitor Analysis  

•    Licensing Technologies 

•    Technology and estimates reviews 

•    Energy Efficiency & Optimization  

•    Global Relocation Studies 

•    Risk Analysis 

•   Courses and Training 

Maturus Optimi Consulting & Services 

Moreover, the customer considers a great value is added to their project through: 

 developing process schemes 

 better understanding and insight into the chosen technology 

 process simulation models that will be used for other design studies 

 information about the feedstock and  the utility requirements 

 information about products, side products and eventual waste streams 

 full economic analysis including greenfield investment and operation costs  

 

 

“Deployment of sophisticated tools, up-to-date with the latest technology and the market information, proves to be 
essential for the successful execution, speed and accuracy of the results.” 

http://www.maturusoptimi.com/
mailto:info@maturusoptimi.com?subject=Contact/Inquiry

